Leah Lux – Hygiene & Behaviour
There are a few formalities to mention here you may or may not be aware of.
In hope to remain intimate when together, please consider reading these few
hygiene and behavioral pointers.
Intimacy can flow effortlessly into a safe & physical connection with a little
communication; your efforts reading on will be rewarded.
Your Preparation
Hygiene is the most important pointer!
Oral and hand hygiene is key for closeness (the cleaner you are the closer we
get) fresh breath and nice nails are a good start.
Fresh clipped nails can be sharp; a little buff helps smooth edges.
Man-scaping is preferred (remove pubes or trim wild bush if possible, if with a
partner make it a fun event together).
Health check, there will be a small STI viewing that you will not notice.
Pre-Arrival
Let’s connect via phone call or SMS 10 minutes before arriving which will
allow me time to be near the intercom (10 minutes prior please).
Arriving At The Incall
You will find a note on the table for you to read.
Please see that your remaining donation of $650 goes in the book near the
note.
In The Bedroom
Hygiene is maintained by both of us as much playfulness we can have dirty
moment - let’s be mindful.
I prefer lube. Spit, oil or moisturizers are not options for lube.
No swapping hands between you and I and if you are into the more kinky side
of play no entry/exit swapping (mouth, vaginal, anal, or lesbian girl to girl is
allowed).
Post Orgasms
Showers are essential.
Shower solo or if you wish I will gladly wash your back & do more in the
shower with you.

IMPORTANT

Please check your time & give yourself ample time to re-dress so I won’t be
reminding you. It is an option I ask you to alert me if you are on a strict
timeline or wish to extend.
If you decide you want other PSE services during the booking, please
communicate with a gentle hand tap, a whisper or clear communicative
words.
Remaining intimate becomes challenging when money changes hands,
please keep this in mind and try to be clear prior to intimate time.
The services are listed in the GFE and PSE sections
Now it’s time to start the sexy anticipations for multiple pleasures soon.

LLux xx
Lux Companion & Glamour Doll next Door

